
Managed WP Hosting And Peace Of 
Mind. What’s the point? 

 

I decided to write this article as a go-to page for the answer to the question  

 what is managed WordPress hosting, how it’s different from a regular shared hosting,  
 why it costs more than other types of hosts,  
 whether it’s more powerful or better in any other way than shared hosting plans,  
 and to help you find out whether it’s good for you after all.  

From time to time I discuss, suggest or recommend hosts to my readers via private emails. 
And in many cases we touch the topic of managed hosts. And I want this article to facilitate the 
information that I share in my emails. Let it be the “go-to” article on the topic of “is there any big 
deal in managed WP hosts at all”. 

By the way, I do reply to all private emails, I do it ASAP and I do it for free, although hoping to earn 
an affiliate commission if people choose one of the hosts from my recommended list. And indeed, 
in many ways it turns out that people want to express their gratitude for my time as I help them 
making a hosting decision. And they want me to earn affiliate commission with their purchase.  

I really want to thank you all who have rewarded me this way for my genuine efforts to make the 
hosting things clearer to you.  

Alright. In my emails I try to be as short as possible. But almost every time I catch myself on 
writing long email responses since I want to explain a lot of things. I want this article to help me 

make some of my emails shorter after all   

In this article I will try not to miss important subtle things so that you understand better whether 
managed hosting is worth spending money on in your particular case.  

https://researchasahobby.com/contact/
https://researchasahobby.com/best-website-hosting-companies-fooling/reliable-web-hosting-recommend/


Many website owners do NOT need managed hosts which may appear to be overpriced. On the 
other hand, the same hosts may indeed provide value so that the additional costs for “managed” 
absolutely makes sense. 

Okay, that’s enough for the sporadic intro. Let’s bring in some structure. 
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So why paying more for a managed WP host and 
how hosts smoother the higher prices? 

  

Peace of mind (the first, foremost and the most misleading)  

Peace of mind is both very important and the most misleading aspect of managed WP hosts. It’s 
the biggest selling point which can persuade you buying it. And if you choose the right host, then 
you get what is promised. So in this case peace of mind is not just an illusion that you pay extra 
for. 

I’ll put it the simplified way by emphasizing probably the most sensitive aspect for users – the 
price. There are two types of legitimate managed WP hosts. It’s not an official classification as 
there are no official classifications whatsoever of this marketing buzz phrase “Managed 
WordPress Hosting”. 

1. Managed WP hosts which bring advantages for beginner users for a very attractive 
price (before renewal) 

2. Managed WP hosts which focus on a long-term high-quality relationship for a 
competitive price 

There are also managed hosts which do not precisely fall into one of the categories above. There 
are several fields where the hosts can cut the corners and compete with each other by 
performance, scope of support and other factors I mention below in this article. 

In general, managed WP hosts make it easier for users to handle their websites by providing more 
advanced tools (more handy backups, more enhanced security, better development tools etc). 
Also, better (and faster) support is the vital advantage of managed WP hosts compared to 
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regular hosts. Altogether you feel like these hosting guys give you a better technical 
environment and a helping hand. As a result, it makes you feel more peace of mind. 

In further section of my article I will expand on the mentioned aspects of managed WP hosts, as 
well as the differences between the two categories of the hosts that I’ve pointed out. Also, I will 
share my thoughts on the caveats where the hosts can cut their corners. And why peace of mind 
can be misleading. 

  

Let’s talk a bit about support of managed WP hosts 

Before all, support is a very expensive part of managed WP hosting. Unlike with regular hosting 
plans, with managed WP option users get more attentions and care. Consider how much the 
time of a support specialist costs (perhaps $15 per hour if it’s 1st tier, and $50 and more per hour 
on higher tiers). And many managed hosts do not have support tiers (i.e. all support staff are 
highly qualified and expensive).  

Assume, you (or anyone else) hang out for 15 minutes with the support per month, and a big 
portion of your monthly hosting cost is “eaten” by this chat. 

Besides, each WP managed hosting should arrange the support the way that not only user 
requests and handled in a timely manner, but also the issues are handled in an efficient way. It 
means that the support should not be in a waiting mode (hosting money is wasted), but at the 
same the support should not be overwhelmed by running lots of simultaneous support threads 
(lower quality of support).  

Distributing the requests among the different support tiers is a part of hosting strategy. The 1st tier 
can annoy serious users by incompetence, whereas leaving one highly professional tier for all user 
requests can be comparatively more expensive if there are many beginner users abroad. 

You may think that the same thing should apply to any regular hosting. Yes. But with managed 
WP host you get more expensive support and more support time. You can’t get equal support 
quality if you pay say $7/mo or $25/mo for your hosting. 

Considering the above points, you can understand why a high-quality support (which is 
expected at managed WP hosts) is a vital part of hosting costs management. And now it’s time to 
recollect the two types of managed WP hosts (for beginners and for more professional users).  

The beginner-oriented managed WP hosts should either: 

 invest more in support (and it means cutting the costs somewhere else), or  
 decrease the support quality (in many ways the beginner users may not even notice 

that), or  
 have a sneaky marketing plan (a commonly working approach is to attract new clients 

with small prices and setting the renewal prices very high).  

By the way, I’ve touched mostly the pricing aspect right above. But in fact all the aspects are 
interconnected.  



As a super short resume, a high-quality support adds up a huge part of peace of mind. That’s 
why managed WP hosts emphasize its extra helpful and efficient support as one of the core 
component of the service. But you need to pay for it one way or another. 

  

Performance 

I’d say, providing brilliant performance is technically not a very big problem. The more server 
resources are allocated with proper load balancers, caching within servers and of course proper 
server management, the better performance users get. In other words, the more a hosting costs 
the better performance. However, the problem is to balance the performance costs and all 
other aspects with each other, so that the total price does not scare off potential (and existing) 
clients. 

And again, I’m pointing you to the two types of the managed WP hosts (i.e. for beginners, and for 
long-time users). 
Beginner-oriented hosts often attract clients by insanely low prices for the first billing period, and 
increase prices significantly after the renewal, so that the final prices go overboard in many ways. 
Otherwise, there is not enough budget to cover the hosting costs for those who just started using 
managed host for a insanely discounted price.  

Hosts for long-time users do not have such flaw. But the core dilemma stays the same – how to 
distribute costs. In particular, hosting costs on performance are bounded by the strategy of 
distributing hosting costs among all hosting departments (performance, support, development, 
marketing etc). Every host solves this dilemma in their own way.  

Anyway, as a rule, the performance of managed WP hosts is significantly better compared to 
shared hosts. 

  

Tools and features at managed WP hosting 

Compared to regular shared hosts, managed WP hosting usually offer customized tools for 
more and easier control on website and hosting features. Most common tools include:  

 Advanced security options including cleaning up your website in case of malware 
contamination (more on that in the next section),  

 More backup options (not just regular daily backups), including on-demand backups 
and convenient restore options,  

 White label and other options (e.g. billing, multi-website management of your clients 
etc) that enhance agencies managing their clients websites,  

 CDN and advanced (expensive) or custom cashing solutions at your disposal,  
 Integrated monitoring tools that give you more control of how exactly your sites 

perform and profiling performance bottlenecks to improve performance,  
 Easier scalability (i.e. less issues when you suddenly or by schedule need more 

traffic),  
 Convenient staging area (no need to create a clone site in order to develop or test the 

changes on your site),  
 Advanced DNS options (more reliable way to serve your website visitors),  



 Development integration options (version control systems, handy tools for managing 
IP, SSH, WP-CLI).  

These options are the examples of what can be included in a managed WP host. Not all of them 
are in high demand by beginner users (e.g. agency stuff or development things). So, sometimes it 
may seem like you overpay for something you don’t use.  

At the same time all things included make it a huge bargain for the managed WP hosting package 
even if you use just few of these features. Sometimes using a regular host and buying a particular 
third party tool or software may be even more expensive (and more cumbersome) than going with 
the managed WP host at the first place.  

Although developing handy tools and maintaining them costs quite a bit for a hosting company, it 
pays off well. Even those customers who don’t use the tools, still find it more reliable to go with a 
host which is well-equipped from a technical point of view. This is another argument about what 
makes people feel that managed WordPress hosts bring greater peace of mind (you remember, 
it’s probably the first selling point for Managed WP hosts).  

  

Security 

Before all, in my opinion, many people think too much about extra security. Moreover, they don’t 
really know what exactly they want. I understand that their striving for as much security as possible 
may have a reasonable point. But in most cases “I want more security” is just a subconscious 
response to threatening marketing. 

In other words, well-established hosts provide necessary security by default. And in many ways it’s 
actually all you need as regard server security. Although, for more important sites (e.g. e-
commerce, websites processing sensitive data etc) additional server security may be justified. But 
again, well-established and reputable hosts which offer e-commerce plans do provide the 
necessary level of server security. 

Another story is a service that guarantees free unlimited cleanups in case of contamination. 
However, it’s not really security thing, it’s rather a post-hack service. Hacks can happen to a 
website regardless of how well server is secured, since the weakest access point is your website. 
Hosting simply can’t handle your website security in many ways. Anyway, perhaps this is the 
option that can give you the greatest peace of mind in regards of extra security. 

There are third parties which provide the unlimited cleanup service (e.g. Sucuri Antivirus). It’s 
comparatively expensive service (starting from $200 per year for one site). So if you consider 
having this option, then managed WP hosts which offer a free cleanup is a worthy option just from 
this perspective alone. 

At the same time, the weakest link of security is the WordPress users themselves. WordPress 
itself is a secure thing. Users’ actions (e.g. installing not safe plugins or using easy-to-guess 
passwords) make it insecure in most cases. 

After all of this have been said, more security provided by hosting makes people feel they are 
under a safer wing. Is extra security is really that important for a regular user? Well, it depends. 
But it definitely adds a lot to the peace of mind in a general case.  
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It’s time to talk about price (again) 

First and foremost, if you want to go long-run with a managed WP hosting, I recommend 
choosing the host which does NOT have discount for the first billing period (it can be a year or 
more). I have a few hosts selected that I can recommend (see this article). Such hosts have a 
more fair pricing strategy that will not rip you off as you stay with them for a long time 

And otherwise, if you just start out, you may not be ready to invest into expensive options from 
the start. You also may not be sure whether you need a managed WordPress host, or a regular 
host could be enough for you. In this case you have an option to go with a higher than regular 
host’s quality host for a very attractive price during the first billing term (it can be a year or more). 
After that initial period you can decide what you want – to go long-term with a managed WP 
hosing, or to go with a more regular host which focuses on high performance and sufficiently great 
support.  

That‘s why for beginner users who is on tight budget I suggest going with a hosting like A2 Hosting 
(my affiliate link). For the first billing term you pay a very affordable price like a regular host, but 
you get more value that a regular host can provide.  

If you decide to go with a “very attractive initial price hosting”, then after the first billing period the 
much high renewal price may appear to be too big for you. And at that time, with enough 
experience gained, you can choose whether you really need the advantages of managed WP 
hosting, or you just need several aspects of the WP managed host (like better performance, 
support, security etc). And according to your budget you can now choose more wisely. If you are 
in such position, then I suggest reading this article in which I recommend particular hosts 
depending on your price preferences. 

  

Conclusion 

Managed WP hosting does NOT obligatory encapsulate a particular set of features, tools and 
characteristics. But managed WP hosts focus on providing more value than regular hosts, making 
users’ life easier and more equipped with expensive tools and features.  

There are hosts which totally focus on providing managed WP services. Also, there are regular 
hosts which offer managed WP plans. Should you go with one or the other depends on specific 
aspects which particular hosts have. 

Anyway, the main idea of managed WP hosting is to provide you with as much as you need 
(support and other services, tools and options) for a reasonably high price. As a result, this comes 
to the point that you feel more peace of mind and you have less hassle managing your website 
with a managed WP hosting rather than if you with a cheaper regular host. 

P.S.: I’d like to give two links to my other pages I’ve already mention above. The first one contains 
some more details about managed WordPress hosting (and featuring my recommended 
selected hosts). And the second one is the recommendations on your next hosting if you want to 
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quit managed WP hosting plan which has become too expensive after renewal (several 
recommended alternative hosts are featured).  

 

ORIGINAL BLOG POST URL: HTTPS://RESEARCHASAHOBBY.COM/MANAGED-WP-HOSTING-PEACE-OF-MIND/ 

 

I hope you enjoyed the article! 
You can read my free researches on resources and tools for bloggers and 

small business owners on this website. 

By the way, if we haven't met before - my name is Michael Bely. 

If you have any questions, visit my website and ask any questions in the 

comments or privately via the Contact Form. Don't be shy! 

 

Do you know that… 

More expensive hosts do NOT always mean better hosts? 

My Best Materials: 

 As full as possible list of EIG companies and brands with details (beware EIG hosting!) 

 Non-stop hosting monitoring reports 

 One best security plugin or combination of plugins? 

 Protect your website from hacking step-by-step – easy, free and very effective 

 How to migrate WordPress website to HTTPS the right way for free 

 How to copy, clone, migrate big WordPress site easily and for free 

 The best email opt-in plugin I could find for my use 

 Other useful articles... 
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